Down the memory lanes - Sanchita Bhattacharyya

The crew, who were recording my trip to my ancestral home, got hold of this elderly gentleman
on the main road of Mallickpur in Narail District in eastern Bangladesh and inquired: Do you know
anyone named Ardhendu Shekhar Bhattacharya who lived in this village before the Partition of
1947?
Sona Mian instantly recognized my Dadubhai or grandfather’s name and started describing that his
father Shamshur Ali Sardar, commonly known as Pojo Miyan, worked as the assistant head teacher
at Itna High School in which my Dadubhai Ardhendu Shekhar happened to be the head teacher.
Dadubhai used to tell stories of Pojo Miyan bringing reluctant students to school to study, to my
youngest aunt when she was young.
I instantly started calling Sona Miyan dadu or grandfather because
of his association with my Dadubhai. Sonadadu and his family
lived in Karfa in Mallickpur earlier but he bought the house from
Manoranjan Bhattacharya who happened to be a friend of my
family. Manoranjan Bhattacharya used to visit my grandparents in
Jharia in India regularly even after Partition. I have also heard his
stories from my grandmother and mother.
Sonadadu gave a vivid description of
Dadubhai and his friends, especially
the local playwright Jaladhar
Chattyopadhyay. He described to me
how old Mallickpur looked like and
shared his views of the current situation
in the village. He became nostalgic and
showered me with a lot of blessings
and affection. He took us to his home
(once Manoranjan Bhattacharya’s) and
showed us that he had kept the house
in its original shape. Sonadadu has not
changed the architecture a bit because
he wants to preserve memories and
feelings of his generation.

Sonadadu guided me to his home where his wife, my newly acquired grandmother or Dida greeted
me heartily. She got a table fan from inside and put it in front of me. Both the octogenarians
became busy to make me comfortable and also offered me so many things ranging from coconuts
to mangoes from their garden so that I could take them back to Kolkata. They also showed me
pictures of their children and grandchildren. They kept on inviting me to come again and stay with
them for some time at Mallickpur.
I stayed there for a little while before taking the road to Dhaka with a heavy heart. I was weighed
down with emotions and trying to control my tears. I made a quick call to my mother and Fulmama
– my maternal uncle. I could feel Fulmama’s emotions over the long distance phone call. He had a
great desire to visit Mallickpur once but could not make it. Fulmama was very happy to know that
the map that he had drawn for me of Mallickpur as he knew it as a young boy had not changed
much.
On the way back from Mallickpur to Dhaka,
we took a ferry from Aricha Ghat where we
had fried hilsa fish and rice for lunch. It was
an unforgettable ferry ride for two hours and
a half. Now I know why people call Padma the
queen of rivers. It was unfathomable. It was so
wide at places that I could not figure out the
horizon while on the river. The river ran along
the huge green fields where sun ushered its
rays. The water shone like silver and glittered
like melting gold at sunset.
Delightful Dhaka
As part of the Inherited Memories project, I got this opportunity to visit Bangladesh, the land of
my maternal grandparents. I could not sleep for days when I was asked to undertake the trip. I
was excited to no ends getting this chance to explore the places I had always heard of from my
grandparents, aunts and uncles.
Dhaka has charmed me with its warmth. I visited the University campus, Art College, Shaheed
Minar, Shahbag, Teacher Student Corner, Rabindra Sarovar and many other places in the city. It felt
like I was walking through the lanes of history as Apurbo, one of the researchers in this project
gave running commentary. What attracted me the most was the colorful rickshaws, unusual
buildings and some wonderful people I met during my stay in the city. People everywhere greeted
me with smiling face and delicious food. All of them tried to make me feel comfortable with their
humbleness—we call it ‘antarikota’ or warmth in Bangla. I was touched.

My journey to Khulna started early in the morning and the car crossed Gabtoli, Buri Ganga,
Ichamati, Savar before reaching Paturia. I was waiting to get a glimpse of Padma and historic
Goalondo. The car reached Doulotiya Ghat to take a ferry to Goalondo. There, for the first time, I
got to see the river I had heard from my grandparents. The river was much wider than I imagined.
Being from Kolkata, I am quite used to with river Hoogly (Ganga we call it). There can be no
comparison in the width and depth between the two. At the ferry jetty, there was a long queue of
vehicles starting from bus, truck, car, rickshaw-van to bicycle. We all waited for the ferry to come

and take us to Goalondo. The ferry came and I witnessed a systematic uploading of a great number
of vehicles on to it. I have never had an idea that a ferry can accommodate so many huge vehicles
on it.
After the ferry started, I went up to the deck to get a better view of the surroundings. I saw a
nice canteen, which was serving food and tea; I saw the glass covered room meant for prayer;
I saw passengers sitting on the deck; I started admiring the river and different boats floating
around. Suddenly a small boy came selling candies. He introduced himself as Naga Chandra Das,
a Rajbangshi. He had a cute face – innocent yet very strong. In fact, during the entire trip I came
across several such interesting faces.

The ferry reached Goalondo Ghat and our car was on the road to Khulna again. We stopped at
Mohila Bazar for breakfast. It was a small tea shop which served us parahta, omelettte and chaa.
The clay oven there resembled the oven I had seen at my grandparents’ in Jharia. I was surprised
to see the eggs there as the shell looked pinkish red.
The landscape was changing as we were heading towards Khulna. I was expecting to see mudhouses in the villages instead I mostly saw concrete or brick houses with tin roofs on top.
Gradually, we crossed Tongipara with green fields all around. Landscape was changing rapidly as I
could see shallow water-bodies for fisheries and brick factories around. Jute fields were prominent
instead of paddy fields. Finally came river Rupsa; we crossed a bridge to reach Khulna.
We went out in search of my grandmother’s parental house near Mahendra Ghosh’s house.
Mahendra Ghosh was a famous person in Khulna during my grandparents’ time. With the help of
a local friend, Gauranga Nandi, we found Mahendra Ghosh’s house on Ahsan Ahmed Road, which
has now become the Khulna Shishu Madhyamik Vidyalaya, a prominent school for children in the
locality.
We, then, reached Coronation School in which my eldest aunt studied. I wanted to take photographs
of the school but I was stopped at the main gate by the guards because there was some
examination going on inside. I pleaded with the guards to allow me in up to the big playground
visible from the main entrance to take photographs. Initially they resisted but after listening to the
purpose of my visit, they happily allowed me till the playground. They were extremely humble and I
could see the affection in their eyes when they heard my aunt studied in that school some 70 years
ago.
Our next venture was looking for the house of Roy
Chowdhurys – my grandmother’s paternal family – on
Ahsan Ahmed Road; it was supposed to be a big house
surrounded by high walls and palm trees with a pond
behind and a big iron gate. Gauranga Nandi had made a
shortlist of a couple of old buildings in that area for me to
visit. He also brought two books, which had mentions of
my grand-uncle’s (my mother’s maternal uncle) name. One
of the books also mentioned names of other members of
that family as all of them were involved with the freedom
movement against the British and received citation from

the Government of India after Independence. Gauranga Nandi kept on narrating the history of
Khulna but my eyes were searching for that dream house. Finally we came to the City Law College
on Ahsan Ahmed Road. There, I got to see a big white building through an iron gate. The building
was surrounded by lofty walls and palm trees with a pond behind. My heart said ‘this is the place’
but my brain resisted. The only option I was left with was to verify with the city corporation and
land registry documents - a task that remained unfulfilled due to shortage of time.
My heart still says that was the house of the Roy Chowdhurys because firstly, it was on one of
Khulna’s first concrete roads, Ahsan Ahmed Road; secondly it was near Khan Jahan Road and finally
the house was close to B.Dey Road (now known as Shamsur Rahman Road) crossing and the girls’
school and Mahendra Ghosh’s house. I did not get an opportunity to validate the official documents
so I am yet to confirm my hunches.
Mission Mallickpur
Next morning I was on my way to Narail leaving behind Rupsa river, Fokirhaat, Mollarhaat,
Gopalgunj crossing, Haridaspur bridge. Mallickpur is a small village under Lohagara Thana in the
district of Narail. I had heard that the village was on the bank of river Madhumati. Fulmama told me
that Lohagora was famous for things made of iron. That is how it got the name, which means place
of blacksmiths.
Kartik Das, a local resident and journalist, helped us reach Mallickpur from Lohagora. There was a
visible change in the landscape. There were different shades of green – deep to light – all around.
Dimma – my grandmother – used to tell me about paddy plants in Bangladesh which were taller.
She used to talk about brishti (rain), jol (water), nodi (river), pukur (pond), dhan khet (paddy fields),
bagan (garden) and so on. I was constantly trying to compare the length of dhan gachh or the
paddy plants that I saw in Mallickpur and the length of dhan gachh I had seen back in India. Dimma
was absolutely right.
It was an emotional rollercoaster ride for me as the car drove towards
the remote village Mallickpur. We reached Bhattacharjee Para in Mallickpur and Kartik Das introduced us to Dilip Bhattacharya who knew
my grandfather’s cousin Kali Naraya Bhattacharya. We spoke sitting in
front of the Mallickpur Kalibari, a temple established by Chandicharan
Bhattacharya in 1838. Goddess Kali is still worshipped here and daily
offerings are still made to her.
I inquired more about Kali Narayan and came to know that Kali
Narayan died few years ago and he had given away his land to the
local community for making a primary school. His property is now
owned by Fatima and her family.
Dilip and Kartik finally led us to Dadubhai’s house. I could see the
permanent brick building of the village school where my Fulmama
used to study. There is a big play ground in front of the school where
children were playing as it happened to be their sports day. We moved
on towards Kalinarayan’s house. Dilipbabu stopped and I got out of the
car to touch the grounds of Mallickpur.
I stood silently surrounded by the greenery of Mallickpur in Narail
in Bangladesh. It was my first ever visit to any village and it was my
Dimma’s Bangladesh, her ‘gram Bangla’ – her village home.
Dilip pointed out to a house (now Fatima’s) and said Kali Narayan lived
in that house and my Dadubhai’s house was just behind that. I entered
the territory of what was once Kali Narayan’s house. By then inquisitive villagers surrounded us,
and people from inside the house also came out. I explained to them how Kali Narayan was related to my grandfather. As I wanted to drink some water, Fatima, the current resident of the house,
brought a glass and offered me water from the hand pump. Dimma told me that there was a hand
pump in their uthon or the courtyard.

I came out in search of Dadubhai’s house behind Kali Narayan’s but Dilip told me that Dadubhai’s
house was subsumed by the river Madhumati as it had changed its course in the past seven decades. I noticed that the villagers had built a long embankment to stop the river from advancing
more.
Dilip also took me to the house of Jaladhar Chattyopadhyay, the famous playwright who was
Dadubhai’s neighbour and friend. I had heard about their regular adda or evening stories. Dadubhai
and his friends called him ‘Jalada’ and played cards at his place. The rehearsals of the plays written
by Jalada took place in that house. Right opposite to Jalada’s house, I could see the ‘bandhano ghat’
or the cemented end of the pond. Dimma used to talk a lot about one ‘bandhano ghat’. I wondered
if it was the one. The pond could not be seen anymore due to floods caused by Madhumati, but one
broken ‘bandhano ghat’ still existed.

n the way back to the main road where the car awaited us, I was shown Bhupen’s house next to
Kali Narayan’s. This is where Rekha and a gang of kids grabbed me. Rekha is a thin and strong
woman who hugged me and said ‘tumi amar aponjon, amar bari cholo’ (you’re our own, come to my
house). Soon Rekha’s mother barged in and started saying things unknown to me at a great speed.
She was unstoppable and she started crying with emotions. It was a feeling of great discomfort for
an urban creature like me without any exposure to this kind of welcoming. Initially I was trying to
find a way to escape from it but later I realised that these were there ways, which could be daunting but it came from the deepest part of their heart. In no time Rekha became my Didi or sister and
her mother became my Dida or grandmother and we exchanged phone numbers. They took me to
their house and made me sit on their wooden bed and served me snacks and mangoes. That was all
they had – modest tin roofed house, a bed and some cloth bundles. Signs of poverty were everywhere in that house but with smiling faces they offered their best to the visitors. Dida even gave
me some aamchur or sun dried raw mangoes, as she found out I liked it since my Dimma used to
make pickles from them.
Dida kept on describing how long back she got shelter from a distant relative of my Dadubhai and
how the rains had destroyed her kitchen last year and so on. By that time, my encounter with
Sona Mian happened.
Bringing back love
For me, Bangladesh has always been synonymous to its people whom I have loved. Earlier, its
imageries existed only in the memories of my grandparents, granduncles and grandaunts. They
are no more. But I have now acquired new living faces in the list of people I love. My Sona Miyan-Dadu and Dida from Mallickpur. My Dimma’s ‘amar Bangladesh’ or ‘my Bangladesh’ has taken a real shape and existence in my life. Bangladesh will now stay in my heart with new found
friends like Shaon didi or Sumi and Miti didi in their ‘kochu bharta’ (mashed yum) or ‘chayer adda’
(chat over tea); during the walk in the ‘versity’ area with Apurbo; in the descriptions of Waquil

dada who resembled Ho Chi Minh (according to Miti didi); during the ferry rides on Padma and
Madhumati; in the wonderful taste of chicken tandoori, burhani and kachchi biriyani at Star Kabab; in the green fields of Mallickpur and in the phone calls from Sona Miyan Dadu at regular
intervals. Bangladesh is no more an alien place to me as I have my people there to inquire, ‘Sanchita, have you had breakfast?’ ‘What have you eaten? Bread?’ ‘Do you know the Dumdum Cantonment area in Kolkata? A friend of mine lives there. How far is that place from yours?’ Or they
just call to say ‘ Your Dida says, “Call Sanchita and find out what she’s up to”’
Now I know why my Dimma used say ‘Manush ke emniyi bhalobasha jay’ or ‘One can love people
just like that.’ Bangladesh is a place where people welcome visitors with warmth irrespective of
your class, race or religion. It is a place where people will make you feel comfortable even if they
do not have enough material belongings. They will always return your smile with a smile. My
Dimma had passed on to me these images of her birthplace and now I have had the chance to see
and experience them for real.

